Pertronix troubleshooting

Upgrading older points-style ignition systems to modern electronic units is a popular upgrade.
Replacing the antiquated mechanical points with accurate and dependable electronic
components increases the engine's performance and fuel economy. PerTronix is one brand that
manufactures aftermarket ignition system upgrades. If your vehicle does not start or has other
performance issues, the ignition may be at fault. Testing the operation of the PerTronix ignition
is very easy and will help you determine why your vehicle is not operating correctly. Remove
the distributor cap without removing the plug wires to gain access to the PeTronix parts.
Connect one end of a inch jumper wire to the battery negative terminal. Connect the other end
of the jumper wire to the Ignitor module base plate. Inspect the Ignitor wiring connections and
look for damage. Pay particular attention to the ground wire inside the distributor for proper
connection. Repair or replace any improperly connected or damaged wires. Unplug the red
Ignitor module wire. Connect the red Ignitor module lead to the battery positive terminal using a
jumper wire if required. Attach the black lead of the multimeter to the Ignitor module black wire.
Attach the red lead of the multimeter to the battery positive terminal. Rotate the center magnetic
sleeve of the distributor shaft by hand or by cranking the engine. The multimeter should show a
fluctuation between battery voltage and zero volts. A constant voltage reading indicates a failed
module or improperly installed Hall Effect shutter wheel. Measure the clearance between the
center magnetic sleeve and the Hall Effect shutter wheel using a. If the clearance is greater than.
Loosen the shutter wheel mount using a flat-head screwdriver and reposition the wheel to a.
Tighten the hold down screws and double check the clearance. Repeat Step Three after
adjustments have been made. Disconnect and remove the digital multimeter. Disconnect and
remove all jumper wires. Connect the Ignitor leads in their original locations. Install the
distributor cap and fasten it down securely. Michelle Schaefer began writing in for "The
Pennsylvania Homeschooler" with advice for parents educating their handicapped children at
home. She earned a bachelor's degree in education from Kutztown University in Step 1 Remove
the distributor cap without removing the plug wires to gain access to the PeTronix parts. Step 2
Unplug the red Ignitor module wire. Step 3 Rotate the center magnetic sleeve of the distributor
shaft by hand or by cranking the engine. Step 4 Measure the clearance between the center
magnetic sleeve and the Hall Effect shutter wheel using a. Until the beginning of this yearâ€¦. A
new customer for this year, racing an MG Midget here in UK under a limited mods category, was
doing splendidly for the first couple of races, then started experiencing a misfire. All fuel pipes
were checked and re-routed where it was considered necessary. Those still considered in
danger of getting too warm were heat shielded. The misfire persisted. On to the ignition system.
All was checked, but then a loose alternator wire was found and blamed for the fault. It wasn't.
Back to the ignition system then. Since the engine would run, it wasn't considered to be the
Ignitor ignition, since we are advised that these things either work or they don't. The car isn't
close to me, and therefore I couldn't be on hand to physically carry out checks myself, so it was
down to advise by phone and e-mail. We ran the gambit of all the usual suspects - plugs, leads,
dizzy cap, rotor arm, coil and so on. After some time I popped the question about coil
temperature, the reply was that it was so hot you couldn't comfortably hold it - A-ha!! But this
was the second new Lucas Gold Sports coil triedâ€¦ hmm. But it, too, was getting excessively
hot - so it must be the coil right? Since the engine would still run, but the coil got hot after a
short time. As the electronic ignitions don't really require a high-power coil, it was suggested a
bog-standard volt coil was tried. And there I left it as Mini Meet east was beckoning, so off I
wentâ€¦. One was cured pretty quickly - miraculously seemingly as nothing was changed except
the rotor arm. The other person's problem, however, was a harder nut to crack. Despite
changing everything from the plugs to the coil and everything in between, the misfire persisted.
Not at all helped by an occasional loss of power to the coil once the 'start' position of the
ignition key was releasedâ€¦ So there was more than one issue to cure - but it didn't explain the
persistent misfire and red-hot coil. The coil type and suitability was checked - no problem there
using a coil made for ballast-resisted systems will not work properly and will cause the
symptoms experienced here. One other problem I'd known in the UK was a misfire caused by
the rivets holding the Ignitor pick-up together had become loose - so these were replaced and
the unit worked fine. So I checked this, but all was OK here. The decision was taken to re-fit the
standard points set-up in an effort to go back to basics - still believing, as advised, that
electronic ignitions either work or they don't - since something was causing the coil to
over-heat and therefore produce an inadequate spark. The engine ran like a Swiss watch! No
misfire. No over-heating coil. And no cut-out when releasing the ignition switch from the 'start'
position - although this was still considered a second issue. So why? The coil over-heating is
generally caused by insufficient dwell period between each spark or insufficient voltage
'damping' like when a condenser breaks down. Over-charging or under-charging by the
charging system can be an issue, too much charge will cook the coil, too little will not allow the

electronic ignition to function properly - but these didn't show in testing the relevant circuitsâ€¦
so where was the problem? It had my brain buzzing, and a determination to seek the solution
once I'd returned to the UK. I called Aldon Automotive since they were the original importers
and distributors of the Pertronix Ignitor kits and asked them their opinion. Their input was
thusâ€¦. They confirmed the previous statement about the charging system - make sure it
wasn't over or under charging. Make sure the coil is suitable - they suggested a standard
oil-filled coil with 3-ohms resistance for road use and a resin-filled coil with 1. Apparently these
units are very sensitive to poor earthing. They say So if you are having problems with an Ignitor
set-up, make sure all the aforementioned are checked before returning the kit for testing. Our
site uses cookies. For more information, see our cookie policy. Accept cookies and close Reject
cookies Manage settings. PerTronix Ignitor products are the best-selling electronic ignition
conversions on the market. Many classic and vintage cars, trucks, boats, tractors, and other
vehicles came with mechanical breaker points within the distributor to trigger the ignition spark.
Breaker points have many limitations including continual wear that changes the dwell, bouncing
at high RPM that causes misfires and the need for constant maintenance. PerTronix Ignitors
solves these problems by replacing mechanical points with a dependable electronic ignition
module design that never requires adjustment or replacement. In addition, it allows your engine
to REV to a higher RPM because we've removed mechanical limitations or points bounce.
PerTronix is also committed to today's fuel and emissions standards that require having a clean
spark to efficiently burn fuel and maintain our environment. Ignitor electronic ignition modules
are extremely easy to install and fit into your original distributor to maintain your stock look. No
additional ignition box is required keeping a clean look under the hood. The Ignitor Electronic
Ignition has been called the "stealth" ignition because of its quick installation and nearly
undetectable presence under your distributor cap. The Ignitor II Electronic Ignition takes the
proven performance of the original Ignitor wrapping up even more features. The Ignitor II units
sense the current coil level and use a powerful micro-controller to adjust the dwell. You'll
experience 5 times more spark energy than a typical points system. Ignitor III modules provide
ignition box performance without the "box". Everything you need to know about mechanical
points vs. From the innovator of points to the industry leader in Ignition, this will help you to
make the leap. Read More. PerTronix does not currently ship our products internationally from
our web store. Overwhelmed with your options? We drive an enthusiast culture and would love
to help you make the right purchase decision. Product Highlights. Ignitor Electronic Ignition Kit
The Ignitor Electronic Ignition has been called the "stealth" ignition because of its quick
installation and nearly undetectable presence under your distributor cap. D Shop Now. Adaptive
dwell maintains peak energy throughout the entire RPM range, reducing misfires while
improving engine performance Averages 4X more available energy between and RPM and 2X
more available plug voltage Synchronized peak current and spark timing reduces heat build-up
Senses start-up and develops more energy for quicker, easier starting Legal in all 50 states and
Canada C. Integrated Digital Rev Limiter with LED feedback for precise RPM setting Memory
safe function stores setting eliminating unintended changes to REV limit Peak current level is
reached just prior to spark for maximum energy without the heat build-up, increasing coil
performance and module reliability Thermal clad surface mount construction for long life Legal
in all 50 states and Canada C. Tech Resources. Call Us Our qualified team is always here to
answer your questions at Contact Us. PerTronix Ignition Catalog Full color catalog with part
number reference. Download Now. Ignitor Ignitor vs. Breaker Point Energy. View Diagram.
Breaker Point. The Great Points Debate: Points vs. View All Products. Distributor Lookup
Distributor Make. Distributor Model. You should always use the Year, Make, Model search to
ensure the most comprehensive search results. Easy Returns Have confidence in your
purchase with hassle-free returns. Technical Knowhow Always call us first! Our qualified team
is available to answer all your questions. Enthusiast Guidance Overwhelmed with your options?
Retro Rockets is an authorized PerTronix dealer. We occasionally get Ignitors sent back from
customers as faulty. In the great majority of cases the unit checks out fine indicating there is
something amiss with the vehicle. The most common reasons for an Ignitor not to work are low
voltage or a bad ground earth. Voltages over 7. However, the voltage can be lower if the
resistance in the circuit is higher than it should be resulting in misfires or no spark at all. This
can be caused by loose electrical connections, corrosion at electrical connections or
deterioration of a resistor wire due to age or neglect. If the battery is weak to begin with, voltage
may drop below what is required for the Ignitor to function properly. In cases of low voltage the
red wire should be connected to a full 12 V source from the ignition switch as mentioned in the
instructions. The power source must come through the ignition switch so that there is no power
to the Ignitor when the engine isn't running. If there is power to the Ignitor when the engine isn't
running and the engine happens to be stopped in a position analogous to points closed, the

Ignitor will continue to try to charge the coil. This could damage the electronics in a standard
Ignitor. The Ignitor II has an automatic shut off feature to prevent any damage under these
circumstances. Another possible cause for a problem with an Ignitor is if there is a bad ground
earth between the breaker plate on which the module mounts in the distributor and battery
negative or battery positive in a positive earth system. Measure to the battery post itself, not the
connector on the ground cable. If it is 0. Check for corrosion at the connections of the ground
strap between the breaker plate and the distributor housing, and also at the battery itself or
where the negative battery cable attaches to the block. Another possible resistance source is
the distributor hold-down clamp which is the electrical connection between the distributor and
block or intake manifold. If engine parts have recently been painted there may not be a good
ground. There is typically a small ground strap between the points plate and the distributor
housing. Be sure that is attached securely and free of corrosion at the contact areas. But in an
ignition circuit where the current is switched on and off many times a second, the transient
effects of the 0. As the chief engineer at PerTronix says, "If you don't have a good ground, you
might as well go in and watch television. Box , Norfolk, CT Electronic mail : retrorockets snet.
The Jalopy Journal. Terms of Service. Privacy Policy. Log in or Sign up. Atomic Industries
Register now to get rid of these ads! The H. Thought I should post something about my
experience with the Pertronix III ignitor kit here, as it would have been really helpful if I was able
to find more information early on. I rebuilt my Cadillac engine a couple of years ago and have
travelled about miles since. Despite trying a number of different things, I have never been able
to get it running like it should. It always sounded like it was running on 7. I checked for bent
pushrods or valves - they were fine. I removed the inlet manifold a number of times to re-seal it
after being told that it had a leak. The engine always started rich and took 5 or 10 minutes to
clear itself properly. It has never idled smooth, and didn't seem to have the power I expected. I
often thought I was being unrealistic in my expectations. I even had it dyno tuned and asked
them to take a look - and they changed the spark plugs and said it was all good. I started
Googling a couple of months ago and found a two old posts in forums which talked about the
problems with the Pertronix III ignitor. After reading the posts and reflecting on all of the things I
had tried I realised that I had always assumed the ignition was good. One thing I noticed was
the Pertronix III allowed the engine to crank for a second before starting the engine - this
sounds good in theory however I suspetced this may have been the reason it always started like
a pig. I purchased an Ignitor I and a new coil, and 'downgraded' the ignition. I also took the
opportunity to relocate the coil to the firewall where it would be cooler. The first time I started
the car it jumped into life immediately - it actually made me jump! No black smoke! No
stumbling! Having now driven it a couple of times, it has transformed the car. I now runs on 8
instead of 7. The engine runs like I always hoped, and as a bonus the throttle response seems a
little sharper. I don't need to push the accelerator pedal as hard to keep up with the traffic. I
wish I had tried this 2 years ago. I hope I can help someone who may be having similar issues,
and is about to tear their hair out like I was. JPG File size: Dimadee , Aug 3, Maybe try installing
points and it will really start running good? Glad you got it sorted out. Truck64 , Aug 3, Really
good to see a how-I fixed-it story! X38 , Aug 3, So Dimadee are you saying that III generation of
that hardware is all defective? I am not sure what I am running but I so far believe all is well but
geeze I am curious. There has been a fair bit of debate here and some of it not so good. I know
leaving key on when engine is off may be a big no no. Last edited: Aug 4, Stogy , Aug 3, I have
only ever used II versions and had no issues. Long as you follow the instructions and use the
recommended coil etc all seems to work well. Saying this I always keep a set of points and
condenser in the trunk with the kit to swap it out should something fail on a trip. Yeah leaving
the Key on the "On" mark will burn out the coil. KustomKreeps , Aug 4, Stogy likes this. Stogy ,
Aug 4, Dimadee , Aug 4, Points and Pertronix I will roast the coil after several minutes if the
ignition switch is left in the RUN position without the engine running, if the points happen to be
closed and current is flowing through the primary. There's usually no mention of this "feature"
in the Operator's Manual or old shop manuals, which is kind of strange. Guess it was one of
those "that oughtta learn ya" deals? Truck64 , Aug 4, Could this have been the problem? Just a
thought. Stogy and lothiandon like this. I've personally never used any of the Pertronix products
so I can't speak to their issues. I've always used the Crane Fireball XR-1 points eliminator and
had good luck with them. They have a built-in rev-limiter and the only time that I had a problem
is when I inadvertently set it to 4,rpm and attempted a 5-grand launch!.. Not really, but it would
start "breaking down" if I tried to wind out first gear past 4,ooo rpms. Checked it out, realized
what I had done the little dial is quite tiny and a bit difficult for these old eyes to see turned it to
6 and rectified the problem. Plus, they're a little cheaper got mine from Summit than any
Pertronix version. No external box needed, but they do recommend using Crane's "matched"
coil. Stogy , wraymen and Chucky like this. Moriarity , Aug 4, Is there an inherent issue with the

Version III modules? I've got Pertronix Ignitor II modules in a couple vehicles and have had no
issues. The reason we hear so much about failed Ignitors is that people who have issues are
much more likely to complain than satisfied customers are likely to praise. It's the same when
someone has a bad customer service experience. They'll piss and moan about it to anyone who
they think will listen. A good customer service experience is only occasionally preached to the
choir. Ebbsspeed , Aug 4, KustomKreeps , Stogy and wraymen like this. Did you contact the
company? If so, what did they say? If not, why not? I've been using their devices since without
any problems. Jimmy2car , Aug 4, Don, do you know who owns Crane now? I thought Comp
Cams took over their cam division but not sure where the Ignition part went. This info could all
be bogus, I don't know for sure. I did have great results using Crane stuff years ago. Sorry for
the detour. I hope the OP gets back for a little more detail. I ran a Pertonix I for over 15 years,
worked great. It was the photo cell type pick up. During a much needed tune up I installed a type
III. Nothing changed, just the Pertronix, then the problems. Timing was not consistent, engine
would quit after running for 15 minutes. Called Pertronix and got their trouble shooting guy and
guide, checked everything, even a different distributor, no help. Returned unit and put in a type I
with magnetic pick up. All good, no issues for two years. I just use what works and is reliable.
Just now I was looking into the 3 series for a Caddy. No finding but this is as far as I'm going
with this other than to say. Counterclockwise rotation may have been a factor if a let's say
Chevy clockwise unit was installed? Johnny Gee , Aug 4, If I'm not mistaken the Pertronix but
not the P-III can be run either with the resistor wire connected to the coil or also with a full 12
volts. Sounds like you initially had a first design Pertronox with a stock coil on a Caddy and it
worked great, but on a different Cad you used a P-III with the Flame Thrower coil and noticed
issues with the performance right away. When a P-I was installed with a stock type coil on the
second Cad which can be wired with the resistor wire in place OR a full twelve volts you had
better results. The question is this-did you run the P-III with the resistor in place or with the
recommended full 12 volts? Fordors , Aug 4, Do you have solid wire core plug wires? The
original Ignitor can coexist with them, but the II and III cannot, and require that you use
suppression or spiral-wound wires. Truck64 likes this. I had good luck with the one I installed in
my Deuce pickup and never had a problem so I installed one in the Ranch Wagon and it worked
great for a few years and it died in 5 o'clock rush hour traffic and I was at the light in the turn
lane. The module just quit,I reinstalled my old distributor and points and haven't looked back.
Truck64 and Moriarity like this. The modules work really well but there's a whole lot more going
on with good ignition than just the "switch" itself. Part of the problem is trying to achieve the
dwell specification in a worn out distributor, is more or less impossible, so the points get
ditched. Fair enough. Usually though the worn out, loosey goosey distributor remains. Though
a Pertronix Ignitor or other points replacement module itself is not affected much by distributor
shaft wobble or endplay, the ignition and advance curve can still be sloppy and erratic, vacuum
advance diaphragm shot, breaker plate sticky, etc. A fresh tight distributor setup correctly will
perform like night and day whether using points or not. I have a friend struggling with a Petronix
in her 54 Ford. I will turn her on to this story. Thanks for all the responses. I will answer them
one by one Dimadee , Aug 5, You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content.
Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No,
create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Atomic Industry Our
Affiliate Link Policy. Twitter Instagram. Ignitor kits are available for the Automotive, Industrial,
Marine and Agricultural industries. Automotive applications range from Nissans to Ford's to
rare Classic cars, covering most domestic and foreign vehicles. Our Marine applications include
many popular and classic boats. Many kits are available for all types of Industrial and
Agricultural equipment. Ignitor kits for 6 volt and 12 volt positive ground applications are also
available. The Ignitor electronic ignition is far from being universal. Each kit is designed
specifically for the distributor type. However, our kits will often fit many distributors from the
same manufacturer. A kit that has been designed for a particular distributor type may also fit
other distributors that use the same point set, cap and rotor. The Ignitor fits entirely inside the
distributor, and in most cases installs quicker than points. There are no "black boxes" or
complicated wiring. Simply remove your points and condenser or old electronic unit to install
the kit into the distributor, attach the two wires to the appropriate positions, and you're done.
Some applications may require you to alter the distributor in some way e. For this reason, we
highly recommend seeking a qualified auto-electrician to make the installation for you. Our
Flame-Thrower coils are designed specifically for compatibility with our Ignitor 1, 2 and 3 units.
However, the Flame-Thrower 1 Coil may also be used with a point type system or any other
system that calls for a 1. The unit is actually turning off, and back on as the coil charges and
releases energy. The best possible remedy for this problem is to wire the Ignitor units RED
WIRE directly to a switched volt source away from any voltage reduced circuit, such as a

resister wire or ballast resistor. These circuits usually are in the wire from the ignition switch to
the coil. The coil will still need a minimum of 1. We think you will find when you have these
"breaking up" problems, low voltage is the culprit! We also highly recommend seeking a
qualified auto-electrician to make this adjustment for you. For more information on how to Test
Voltage and Resistance, see this info sheet. Pertronix lobe sensing kits use unique lobe sensor
technology, which uses the point cam to trigger, rather than a magnet sleeve or ring. The
standard Hall Effect Ignitor module has the integrated circuit triggered by the cobalt magnets in
the magnet sleeve or ring that is mounted on the shaft usually on the cam lobes. Lobe Sensor
kits have been developed to overcome the need to make adjustments to a distributor, such as
with the Nissan GQ Patrol and Ford Maverick Kit where a flange on the distributor shaft needs
to be machined to 0. If you answered "NO" to any of the previous questions, go back and
correct the condition before proceeding. Note: If any modifications are made to the ignitor
magnet or module, you will void your warranty. If the answer to these questions is "YES", then
review some additional common solutions to a no start condition. To determine if your systems
coil is compatible with the Ignitor, some measurements should be taken prior to installation of
the Ignitor. Cautionâ€¦ While performing this test, never leave the ignition switch on for more
than 30 seconds at a time. Set your voltmeter to a 15 or volt scale. Attach an 18 or 20 AWG
jumper wire from the negative coil terminal to an engine ground. Attach positive red lead of your
voltmeter to the positive side of the coil, and the negative black lead to an engine ground. Turn
the ignition switch to the run position. Now read the voltage at the positive coil terminal. Turn
the ignition switch off. If the voltage measured is approximately 12 volts, no resistance wire is
present. A typical resistance wire will provide 9 - 6 volts. The next step is to determine the
resistance in the primary ignition. Label the wires attached to the coil terminals and note their
appropriate location. Make sure that the ignition switch is off and disconnect all wires from the
coil. Adjust your meter to the lowest ohm scale. If you are using an analog style meter make
sure to zero the needle. Now the maximum system amperage can be determined. Divide your
voltage measurement by your coil resistance measurement. This will give you the system
current or amperage. Four and six cylinder engines should not exceed 4 amps. Eight cylinder
engines should not exceed 8 amps. If the total amperage in your system is higher than the
amount recommended for your application, you should install a ballast resistor. Leaving the
ignition switch on when the engine is not running can cause permanent damage to the ignition
system, and related components. This does not apply to the accessory position of the ignition
switch. Yes, the Ignitor wire length may be tailored to your specific needs. Occasionally the
wires may need to be extended. We recommend that a gauge copper strand wire be used. Make
sure that all splices are cleaned, secure and insulated. Due to high demand, we now have our
own wire extension kit which comes with ultra-high grade flexible automotive wire, and all
connectors required for a fast install. Part No. The Ignitor has no set specification in which the
spark plugs should be gapped at. Every engine responds differently to spark plug settings. In
most cases increasing the factory recommended gap by. Yes, most capacitive discharge boxes
are compatible with the Ignitor. Special wiring instructions should be followed. Click on the
appropriate diagram for complete wiring instructions. Special wiring is necessary with factory
installed Porsche CD ignition systems. Click on the diagram below to view the proper Ignitor
wiring. Toggle navigation. Print Troubleshooting page Is the Ignitor a "universal" electronic
ignition conversion? What type of applications can the Ignitor be used in? How difficult is it to
install an Ignitor? What applications are covered with the Pertronix Flame-Thrower coils? My
vehicle is misfiring or breaking down under load. What should I do? Since I have installed the
Ignitor the engine won't start. What can I check? What type of coil can I use with the Ignitor?
How do I check my coil's resistance? Can I change the length of the Ignitor wires? What should
I gap the spark plugs to? How do I hook it up? Is the Ignitor a "universal" electronic ignition
conversion? The first step in troubleshooting involves answering a few questions. Do you have
the correct kit for your application? Did the Ignitor install without any modification? Was the
Ignitor installed according to the instructions? Did the engine run prior to the installation of the
Ignitor? The position in which the Ignitor red wire is attached to is not supplying sufficient
voltage. See 'Misfiring' point above for 'Voltage Testing' tips The air gap between the module
and magnet sleeve is too great. The ground wire inside the distributor is not connected. The
wire connections are not tight. The polarity is not correct. Measure from the negative terminal to
the positive terminal. Write your measurement down. Example: Voltage 12 Resistance 1. Ignitor
to MSD 6 Series. Ignitor to MSD Blaster. Login or Sign Up. Logging in Remember me. Log in.
Forgot password or user name? Pertronix Ignitor anyone had problems? Previous 1 2 template
Next. Posts Latest Activity Photos. Page of 2. Filtered by:. August 5, , AM. I've had two that
misfire when hot. One car did it only a couple of times, the other does it all the time and gets
worse the longer you run it. I moved the power lead to a switched ignition lead so that it's not

powered by the resistance wire to the coil, but no improvement. It misfires throughout the RPM
range, and at any throttle position. The car ran fine until I swapped the points out. Tags: None.
Re: Pertronix Ignitor anyone had problems? Comment Post Cancel. Scott Liggett. No problems
on the four I've installed. All work great. BS'er formally known as Rebeldryver Resident
Instigator sigpic. The one I have in the '54 has been rock solid - but a buddy of mine had a heck
of a time with one in his '69 cougar I don't know anyone that has run the crane or other
conversions, but I haven't heard of any issues with them in any of the forums. I think the crane
one is even cheaper than the pertronix - course - are they making them anymore? I had a unilite
in my '70 mach1, it worked fine for as long as I had it At least 10 installs here with zero
problems. You probably have a high resistance ground. Get a volt meter, set it to measure
resistance ohms and touch one probe toyour dist body, and the otherto battery negative. If it's
more than 1. If not, the next most common problem is an ignition issue. Pertronix modules do
NOT like "racing plug wires" which are junk anyways , and you might have a worn cap or rotor,
or a bad coil wire. Pertronix have always been solid for me. Been using them since 90 or so.
Never had any issues other than burning one up due to leaving the ign on without the engine
running until the batt died. The newer ones are supposed to be protected from that so I
understand. They do require a full batt voltage on the red wire at all times so if your running
yours through the resister then I have YET to have one fail on its own for what its worth. Chris 8.
Thanks, I'll check the resistance on the ground. The battery is in the trunk, so checking it at the
ground point on the frame should be okay right? I have a battery cable as a ground from the
block to the frame that is probably 12" long. The cable is in good condition and I cleaned ALL
the contact points, block, frame, cutoff switch, battery. August 5, , PM. They also don't play nice
with real "hot" aftermarket coils either Of all the paths you take i
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n life - make sure a few of them are dirt. I put one in my t-bird a month after I got the car. The
rings are shot and it would foul the plugs all the time before the conversion, now it fires up
easily and runs good. Put one on my friend's Olds a few years ago and it still works like a
champ. I have put them in a 59 olds and a 67 mustang seems flimsy I prefer those DUI hei for
street cars. I had constant trouble with the points in the old in my 57 Ford. I took them out 2
years ago and threw them as far as I could, then put in a Pertronix ignition. Fired right up on the
1st turn and has ever since. I have a Mallory unilite in my Mustang, works perfectly. I've used
unilites for 25 years without a single problem When I get the new engine in the 57, I'll most likely
re-use the same Pertronix module in that one No issues with mine If you can leave two black
stripes from the exit of one corner to the braking zone of the next, you have enough
horsepower. All rights reserved. Yes No. OK Cancel.

